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Abstract
It is shown that a simple exact solution of the boundary layer equations

for the flow of an incompressible second-order fluid past a flat rigid u'ali

can be found. This solution is free of singularity and exhibits all the

features ofboundary layer separation. The second-order effect on the siope

ofthe separating stream is found.

1. Introduction

It is a well known fact that when a viscous boundary iayer adjacert tr- :

solid wail is subjected to an adverse pressure gradient, over a sufficient distance. '
point is reached where the wall skin friction decreases to zero. This point rs ca.^e ;
the point of separation and the flow starts to separate thereafter i.e., the ze:,-

streamline moves away from the wall and forms a region of reverse flow. A prole:

understanding and an anaiytical description of this well observed phenomenon i:s
however been a difficult task. A brief account of its development is given belcr"'

Because of the parabolic nature of the governing equations of a steadl' ts t--

dimensionai boundary layer flow, the procedure usually adopted for the separa:ic..
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probelm is to proceed from some initial point at the wall where the velocity
distribution normal to the wall is given. This initial profile is then continued
downstrearn with a prescribed pressure gradient, or equivarentry, an appropriate
external stream velocity, until the point ofseparation is reached. It has been found
that numerical methods which express this procedure fail to converge. As a result,
Hartee (1) suggested that a singularity is present at the separation point. Assuming
the existence of this singularity, Goldstein (2) develop"i u, u.y*totic solution in
the upstream neighbourhood of separation. Aside from the possibility of the
singularity, Goldstein's expansion cannot be continued downstream of separation.

Adopting a different approach, Sychev (3) assumed that as the Reynolds
number approaches infinity, the external flow approaches the one given by the
Kirchhoff's free stream line theory. However, this leads to a singularity in the
pressure gradient.

On the other hand, evidence of solutions that are regular at the separation
point do exist. First, there is the classical reverse flow solution of the Falkner-
Skan equation and then there are numerical results to Catherall and Mangeler (4).
The latter showed that if the displacement thickness of the boundary layer is
prescribed instead of the pressure gradient, one can proceed smoothly through
separation rvithout singularity. Then Liu and Lee (5) established existence and
uniqueness theorem for the continuation problem upto and including the separation
point. Their results are based on a prior analysis and show that the velocity
components and the skin friction remain continuous and bounded at separation.
Liu and wan (6) showed that, based on the estimates of Liu and Lee, a simpre
exact soiution of the transverse component of the external flow velocity is allowed
to be deflected upward whiie the longitudinal component is assumed to be linearly
retarded.

In this paper, following Liu and Wan, we show that a simple exact solution
of the boundary layer equations for the steady flow of an incompressible second_
order fluid past a flat wall can be found. An incompressible second-order fluid is
governed by the constitutive equation.

S = -pI + lL4+arA, +ar4 (1)

dkr.
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where A, and Arare the first two Rivlin-Ericksen tensors. Srivastava and Saroa(7)
have derived the boundary layer equations for two-dimensional flow of an
incompressible second-order fluid along a curved wall. These equations are also
valid for the flow along a flat waii.

2. Statement of the problem

Let z and zo be some charcteristic length and verocity. Then, in the case of
a steady, two-dimensionai, laminar flow of an incompressible second-order fluid
past a rigid flat wall, the boundary layer equations in the dimensionless form are

ur* ur,= o
(2)

uttx + vuu = -p, + R-'ur, +), (u,ur, +uu*y *rurrn + vrur) (3)

Here (x, y) are rectangular cartesian coordinates in the boundary layer, with x
representing the dimensionless length along the wail and y the dimensionless
distance perpendicular to the wall; u and v are the corresponding dimensionless
velocity components , p the dimensionless pressure function, and

), =35, n= P 
!.vo (Reynold-snumber)pt il

The equations (2) and (3) are consideredto be varid approximations of the
equations of continuity and the equations of motion in a thin layer 0(R-r) adjacent
to the wal1 and are independent of the cross-visco sity ar.These equations are valid
also if the wall is a curved one. Introducing the dimensionless stream function
V@, y) such that

u(x,y): y and v(x, y) : -y. (4)

the equation (2) is identically satisfied and the equation (3) can be expressed as

I [u' *'l*^i'' v'y l-^[u" v,, 
I

Rv "= o'- 
V , *,rl lv orrv **l V -r, ,"rrrl (5)
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The appropriate boundary conditions are

V,ft, 0):0 = r{.,, (x, 0)

together with a boundary condition at the edge of the boundary layer.

Here, we take the boundary rayer thickness to be 6 =BRj for some positiveconstant B, we then consicier the soiution of the equation (5) in the rectangle.

Du = {(r, y), . [_ t,ll y elo,a ] e)
We shalI further assulne that (0, 0) is the separation point.

The pressure function p is dete,nined fron the Euler frow outside theboundary layer" Let q (r,.y) be the strearn function in the Eurer flow: then

(6)

l*, 
*, 

I = r, und lq. e, 
I

l*,, e,l lp* r,,l= o'

are the Euler equations with

(8)

0,(x, o) = o

Let u(x) : er(x, 0) be the exterior streaming velocity. The boundarycondition at the edge of the boundary layer is usually taken to be
u(*, y) -+ U(x) as y + *

However, it is known a priori whether the longitudinar components of

;j:"tr'will 
have an overlapping region outside the boundary layer, we require

v (*, y) -> q(*, y) at y =rn-j = a as R -+ oo

Consider the pressure function

p(r, y)= C + x po * 
)0, 

(*, * r,)

(e)

(1 0)

I

.*#--
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\\'here C,p. and I are constants andpo>ft2. Solving (8) subject to I (x,0):0, we get

(11)

Prior to but including the separation point (0, 0) Liu and Lee (5) have

shown that tire estimate

a,!' +br(- *)' y <r1 ory' +br(- *)'' y,04 y I yo,x.-0 12)

holds for some positive constants !0, ai, b and r < 1. This suggests that we seek a

/\
,r(r. ,) =l Po - k*1,JI 

[K T

solution for the problem (5), (6) and (9) in the form
\

rtr(x, y):l&F*,ryCr)

We choose ty so that

Substituting (i0) and (13) in (5) and equating the coefficients of like powers

of x on both sides, we obtain

| 
"' - -k2 + s'2 - ss" +?t(g"' -2g'g"' + gg"") (15)

7S --^ I5, 55 rn'\8 -L88 r-t2

*-f" = po*gf'-gf'+x(sT" -g'f'' -g''.f'+ gf*') (16)
R"

-_L

in 0 < y < BR 2 .The conditions (6) and (14) give

s(o)= o = g'(o), /(o): o = ,f'(o)

'y(0, 
0) -=l(0) : 0

At the edge of the boundary layer, from (9), we require

- g(y) -+ tqt and f'(y) * rs'(y) n + - k

( 13)

(1 4)

(r1)

(1 8)
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as R _+ cc, Also, at the sTar atjon Fujil (q Q 4 
__ 0 lnp/tes

J(t$):$

Further, we make the transformations

,=h.r0):ffi0@, si)=*"t, (ie)

Then the equarions (i5), (16) and the conditions (17) and (i8) transform to :

(20)

(21)

G'' =-l+G'2 -GG" +xtn(c" -2G'G'' +GG'")

F,,, =1 + G,F, + G F, +XKR(G"FO - G''F' - G'F" + GF',)

subject to the conditions

c(o): o : G'(o), r(o): r'(o): r;''(o)= o (22)

A prime in the above denotes differentiation with respect to argument of the function

under consideration. Thus, we have Lemma 1 : Let A be a positive constant and

G(I), f(n) be solutions of the equations (20) and (21) in 4 > 0 subject to the

conditions (22) and, C'(O) - -A.

Thenfu) and g(v) given by (19) are the solution of the equatiotr.s (5) and (16)

subject to the initial conditions (17) together with the conditions

.f"(o)=o and g'(o)= trJtn(- a)

We determine A and g : BJi such that

r'(p)=t and c'(p)=-t (23)

Expanding f'h) ,"d G'(rl) as power series in 4, we get for small 4;
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F'h)=]n'*oh')

G' h ) - -Ar1,. +(t + )" k R A'h' * 
).a'no 

+ o(n' )

Assuming these series have sufficiently large radius of convergence, we can then

determine the appropriate values of A an p from the equations

r : F'(F ):iU2 and-r = G'(0 )= -dU .;(- r+ 7" k R A')p' * *o'r'
These give

g:J'

'Ihus, the approximate values of A and B are

6J' and p=J, Q4)A:0 or
1+$"kR

For the case when )":0, the more accurate values of A and B obtained by Liu arc

Wan (6) by computer are A = 9.45 and B =1.255.

This shows that the values obtained above from the series expansion are a reasona:.r

good approximation.

3. Main Result

Theorem : For the given positive pressure function (10), letl g be the solution c:

(15) to (18) given by Lemma 1 with constants A and B given by (24); Then

u = f'(y)* *S'(y) and v: -s(y) (2s)

and
lt \

-Jz,q+l -+ )"kRlA') :o
\6 )

.., .5"\-*4!9*sdq
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3t
(b) The separating streamiine y: \t/:0 has slope 3Api'kinl at (0, 0) which

increases for second - order fluids as )" < 0 and x > 0 on y, and

(c) The curve I '. u: 0 starting from (0, 0) is to the right of y.

Proof : Sincel g satisfy (16) and (15) by Lemma l, Lt = .f ' + ,g' and v : -g is a

solution of (2) and (3). We have

59

is an analytic solution of the problem (2) - (g)in the rectangle D, with n = gt i

possessing the foliowing properties in the region

{(*,.r) e o,lo < y < B 
. r J-rn}

forsome p*,0<0*<F;

/ -r\(a) 0 < r=01 R 1 l,rr(*,0)> 0or< 0according as x < 0 or > 0.tr\./

(26)

u(y)= ff r' (y.,m^). .kG'(yJkR)

JE
;F=

/ _\
c$,J m),(v): -

By (22), u : v : O at y :0, Also, : O[O ]) *O

u : + o'(B )+x/rc'( P): + - xk at y : *

,-d.dq
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Thus boundary conditions are satisfied. Since

/\1,trh)=*r'*o(q') ana Gh)= -ln '*o(n'),

choose B*,0 < P* < P such that for 0 <q < B 
*,

60

(27)

Frorn (26), v > o and ,: o[fr), *u

on y: ty: 0

3Ak'

Thus (b) holds since/> 0 and g < 0. Now (27) implies

f(v) - "f'(v)-m'-;o for O<yJfn<B*

rh)= >oandch).0

Fh) - F'(n)
- G6l'-eGJ

3t
ur(r,0)= v7ol p1(- d) . or > 0 according as x > or <0.

Thus (a) is true. To see that (b) holds, we have for R fixed as large, the separating

stream line y: W: 0 is given by

-__M__p, r(n) _ po n,
^ - --s0)- - ft' ZO 3tr*z'r - "'

Dr..-

I
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Thus, the curve &: 0 iies to the right of the curve ry:0' We find that

tr

appears to be strictly increasing in 4, so that the separating stream line x : -.f I g is

strictly increasing in Y.

For the case when A:0, it follows that for small 4,

F(n): - G(tt),

and therefore

f(v)=-ffs0)

>u--"'o)[*-,'],
\/{- )

This corresponds to a flow in the positive x-direction on which skin friction is zero

in lxl < 1 and yet does not separate from the wall'

4. Conclusion Remarks

In this paper, we have obtained a simple exact solution of the boundary

layer equations for the steady two-dimensional laminar flow of an incompressible

seconcl-order fluid past a flat rigid wa1l. This soiution is free of singularity and

exhibits all the features of boundary layer separation. In contrast to ciassical

approach of treating the lienarly decelerating flow, this solution is not of similarity

type" The external flow is allowed to be deflected upward, i.e., the lifting of the

boundary iayer is felt also by the external flow as indicated by the presence of the

pressure gradient in the y-direction in the Euler flow, and it is only required that

the boundary layer solution approaches the Euler solution at the edge ofthe boundary

layer. The second-order effect is that the slope of the separating stream line

increases.

61

,: -s(y)
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